TOTAL ISOLATION

insti-dam

®

EXPERIENCE THE BRILLIANCE

NEW SIZE. NEW LOOK. NEW OPPORTUNITIES.

crystal HD mirrors

$84 | VARIETY PACK - 30PK

®

introducing the
new small mr. thirsty

(50Z988) includes 10 of each size:

It’s about time dental dams got an upgrade! Our Original

The brighter the workspace, the better the illumination and visibility. Compared to industry standard rhodium

& Relaxed-Fit Insti-Dams come pre-assembled on flexible

mirrors, Zirc’s Crystal HD® Mirrors provide you with a brighter visual environment! Available in all colors.

frames that don’t need to be removed for x-rays. The offset

Autoclavable. Cone socket heads. Flush surface, no corrosion or buildup can occur.

pre-punched hole makes positioning easy and helps
prevent tearing. Latex-free & disposable.
$63 | INSTI-DAM ® ORIGINAL - 20PK
(50Z459) *Ideal for anterior isolation

$77 | SOFT GRIP - 12PK

$77 | RESIN HEADS - 12PK

$42 | RESIN HEADS DOUBLE-SIDED

Assorted Vibrant - Soft Grip
2 of each color: N, O, P, Q, R, S
#4 | (50Z363-NEON)
#5 | (50Z364-NEON)

One-Color 12pk
#4 | (50Z371)
#5 | (50Z372)

Gray Mirror Head 4 pk
#4 | (50Z374)

(50Z457) *Ideal for posterior isolation

comfortable,
hands-free suction

Assorted Jewel
2 of each color: E, J, T, I, M, and U
#4 | (50Z371-JWL)
#5 | (50Z372-JWL)

$77 | THIN GRIP - 12PK

pink petal

®

Simply slide onto your saliva ejector to receive continuous,
comfortable, hands-free suction with no additional
attachments required. By placing buccal side, the Pink Petal

Assorted Vibrant - Thin Grip
2 of each color: N, O, P, Q, R, S
#4 | (50Z353-NEON)
#5 | (50Z354-NEON)

(50Z975) *Disposable
®
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mirror magic
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difficult to place, absorb moisture and need to be replaced often. Airway Armor® is easy to place, tear resistant,

offers clinicians a quick method for removing debris during procedures.

and comfortable to the patient, all while giving you full mouth accessibility. Ideal for Crown & Bridge, Endodontics,

$25 EACH | MIRROR MAGIC ® TRIAL KIT

Zirc’s Comfort Kit reduces the amount of
weight near the mouth, adding additional
comfort for the patient, if needed.
*Mr. Thirsty® One-Step is not included

N. Green
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N. Orange
Q

N. Purple
R

N. Pink
S

Midnight
T

Copper
U

SPECIAL

FREE

mirror magic trial kit
with purchase of any
12pk of mirrors

(50R200) *Includes: (2) 6ml bottles of solution and (24) swipe pads

$75 | MIRROR MAGIC ® ANTI-FOG SOLUTION - 10PK
$40 | AIRWAY ARMOR ® TRIAL KIT - 15PK

(50R205) 6ml bottles of solution. One bottle lasts approx. 50 patients.

(50Z960TRI) Includes 5 of each size: small, medium, large

$25 | MIRROR MAGIC ® SWIPE PADS - 96PK

(50Z960SM) Small
(50Z960MD) Medium
(50Z960LG) Large

(1) Lightweight lever HVE Valve
(1) 6’ Lightweight tubing

®

The Mirror Magic® Anti-Fog System prevents fogging on mouth mirrors &

$50 | AIRWAY ARMOR ® - 25PK

(50Z992) optional

*Photo by Dr. Lori Trost

Prevent foreign objects & debris from going down the throat. Gauze packs are uncomfortable for your patient,

Extractions, Implants, Inlays/Onlays, Orthodontics, Veneers. Disposable.

(50Z989SM-B) Small
(50Z989MD-B) Medium
(50Z989LG-B) Large

40% brighter
than rhodium mirrors

confidently holds the saliva ejector right where you need it.
$26 | PINK PETAL ® - 50PK

$225 | 100 PACK

resin heads

SPECIAL
OFFER
INSIDE

(50R210) *Additional use: Removes debris from dental instruments.

*Pricing and oﬀers valid October 1st - November 30th, 2021
Cannot be combined with any other oﬀers or promotions. Advertiser reserves the right to correct print or illustration errors and to limit quantities.
©2021 Zirc, Inc. No copying without permission. Not responsible for typographical errors. Note: Participating in a promotional discount program
(e.g., points, discount redemptions or other special awards) is only permissible in accordance with discount program rules.

®

Zirc’s new Small Mr. Thirsty® One-Step packs all the power you
love into a smaller size, making it ideal for pedodontics and
adults with smaller mouths. This innovative device provides
hands-free retraction, isolation, and high-volume suction all at
once. Simply plug Mr. Thirsty® One-Step into your existing HVE
valve, complete your procedure, and dispose when done – no
maintenance, no expensive systems, no cross-contamination!

(50Z989SM) Small
(50Z989MD) Medium
(50Z989LG) Large

$65 | COMFORT KIT

Assorted Classic
2 of each color: A, B, D G, I, and K (black)
#4 | (50Z371-PSTL)
#5 | (50Z372-PSTL)

Assorted Jewel - Thin Grip
2 of each color: E, J, T, I, M, and U
#4 | (50Z353-JWL)
#5 | (50Z354-JWL)

$125 | 50 PACK

Vibrant Assorted Head 4 pk
1 of each color: N, O, R, and S
#4 | (50Z374NEON)

Assorted Vibrant
2 of each color: N, O, P, Q, R, and S
#4 | (50Z371-NEON)
#5 | (50Z372-NEON)

Assorted Jewel - Soft Grip
2 of each color: E, J, T, I, M, and U
#4 | (50Z363-JWL)
#5 | (50Z364-JWL)

$73 | INSTI-DAM ® RELAXED-FIT - 20PK

airway armor

(10) Small
(10) Medium
(10) Large

1-800-268-8633
www.maxill.com

the new smaller size is
perfect for smaller mouths
& pediatric patients

TOTAL ISOLATION

insti-dam

®

EXPERIENCE THE BRILLIANCE

NEW SIZE. NEW LOOK. NEW OPPORTUNITIES.

crystal HD mirrors

$84 | VARIETY PACK - 30PK

®

introducing the
new small mr. thirsty

(50Z988) includes 10 of each size:

It’s about time dental dams got an upgrade! Our Original

The brighter the workspace, the better the illumination and visibility. Compared to industry standard rhodium

& Relaxed-Fit Insti-Dams come pre-assembled on flexible

mirrors, Zirc’s Crystal HD® Mirrors provide you with a brighter visual environment! Available in all colors.

frames that don’t need to be removed for x-rays. The offset

Autoclavable. Cone socket heads. Flush surface, no corrosion or buildup can occur.

pre-punched hole makes positioning easy and helps
prevent tearing. Latex-free & disposable.
$66 | INSTI-DAM ® ORIGINAL - 20PK
(50Z459) *Ideal for anterior isolation

$77 | SOFT GRIP - 12PK

$77 | RESIN HEADS - 12PK

$42 | RESIN HEADS DOUBLE-SIDED

Assorted Vibrant - Soft Grip
2 of each color: N, O, P, Q, R, S
#4 | (50Z363-NEON)
#5 | (50Z364-NEON)

One-Color 12pk
#4 | (50Z371)
#5 | (50Z372)

Gray Mirror Head 4 pk
#4 | (50Z374)

(50Z457) *Ideal for posterior isolation

comfortable,
hands-free suction

$77 | THIN GRIP - 12PK

pink petal

®

Simply slide onto your saliva ejector to receive continuous,
comfortable, hands-free suction with no additional
attachments required. By placing buccal side, the Pink Petal

Assorted Vibrant - Thin Grip
2 of each color: N, O, P, Q, R, S
#4 | (50Z353-NEON)
#5 | (50Z354-NEON)

(50Z975) *Disposable

airway armor

®
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resin heads
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difficult to place, absorb moisture and need to be replaced often. Airway Armor® is easy to place, tear resistant,

offers clinicians a quick method for removing debris during procedures.

and comfortable to the patient, all while giving you full mouth accessibility. Ideal for Crown & Bridge, Endodontics,

$25 EACH | MIRROR MAGIC ® TRIAL KIT

Zirc’s Comfort Kit reduces the amount of
weight near the mouth, adding additional
comfort for the patient, if needed.
*Mr. Thirsty® One-Step is not included
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SPECIAL

FREE

mirror magic trial kit
with purchase of any
12pk of mirrors

(50R200) *Includes: (2) 6ml bottles of solution and (24) swipe pads

$75 | MIRROR MAGIC ® ANTI-FOG SOLUTION - 10PK
$40 | AIRWAY ARMOR ® TRIAL KIT - 15PK

(50R205) 6ml bottles of solution. One bottle lasts approx. 50 patients.

(50Z960TRI) Includes 5 of each size: small, medium, large

$25 | MIRROR MAGIC ® SWIPE PADS - 96PK

(50Z960SM) Small
(50Z960MD) Medium
(50Z960LG) Large

(1) Lightweight lever HVE Valve
(1) 6’ Lightweight tubing

®

The Mirror Magic® Anti-Fog System prevents fogging on mouth mirrors &

$50 | AIRWAY ARMOR ® - 25PK

(50Z992) optional

*Photo by Dr. Lori Trost

Prevent foreign objects & debris from going down the throat. Gauze packs are uncomfortable for your patient,

Extractions, Implants, Inlays/Onlays, Orthodontics, Veneers. Disposable.

(50Z989SM-B) Small
(50Z989MD-B) Medium

40% brighter
than rhodium mirrors

confidently holds the saliva ejector right where you need it.
$26 | PINK PETAL ® - 50PK

$225 | 100 PACK

$65 | COMFORT KIT

Assorted Classic
2 of each color: A, B, D G, I, and K (black)
#4 | (50Z371-PSTL)
#5 | (50Z372-PSTL)

Assorted Jewel - Thin Grip
2 of each color: E, J, T, I, M, and U
#4 | (50Z353-JWL)
#5 | (50Z354-JWL)

(50Z989SM) Small
(50Z989MD) Medium
(50Z989LG) Large

(50Z989LG-B) Large

Assorted Jewel
2 of each color: E, J, T, I, M, and U
#4 | (50Z371-JWL)
#5 | (50Z372-JWL)

SPECIAL
OFFER
INSIDE
see page 3

(50R210) *Additional use: Removes debris from dental instruments.

*Pricing and oﬀers valid October 1st - November 30th, 2021
Cannot be combined with any other oﬀers or promotions. Advertiser reserves the right to correct print or illustration errors and to limit quantities.
©2021 Zirc, Inc. No copying without permission. Not responsible for typographical errors. Note: Participating in a promotional discount program
(e.g., points, discount redemptions or other special awards) is only permissible in accordance with discount program rules.

®

Zirc’s new Small Mr. Thirsty® One-Step packs all the power you
love into a smaller size, making it ideal for pedodontics and
adults with smaller mouths. This innovative device provides
hands-free retraction, isolation, and high-volume suction all at
once. Simply plug Mr. Thirsty® One-Step into your existing HVE
valve, complete your procedure, and dispose when done – no
maintenance, no expensive systems, no cross-contamination!

$125 | 50 PACK

Vibrant Assorted Head 4 pk
1 of each color: N, O, R, and S
#4 | (50Z374NEON)

Assorted Vibrant
2 of each color: N, O, P, Q, R, and S
#4 | (50Z371-NEON)
#5 | (50Z372-NEON)

Assorted Jewel - Soft Grip
2 of each color: E, J, T, I, M, and U
#4 | (50Z363-JWL)
#5 | (50Z364-JWL)

$76 | INSTI-DAM ® RELAXED-FIT - 20PK

(10) Small
(10) Medium
(10) Large

1-800-268-8633
www.maxill.com

the new smaller size is
perfect for smaller mouths
& pediatric patients

SAFE & SECURE

ORGANIZE & CONTAIN

ORGANIZE & CONTAIN

denture & retainer boxes

cassettes

b-lok trays & covers

Keep your practice stocked with Zirc’s one piece retainer

Our autoclavable E-Z Jett® Cassettes extend the life of your

$31 | 5-PLACE E-Z JETT ® CASSETTE

The B-Lok Tray and locking cover work together to give the user the

and denture cases. They come in an assortment of colors

instruments by protecting and keeping them together through

(50Z925)

most efficient method of infection control. Zirc’s Safe-Lok® Tray Covers

made to perfectly fit mouth guards, whitening trays,

your procedures and sterilization process. They are designed

securely lock to the tray so a practice can set up procedures in advance

retainers and dentures!

for superior water flow during cleaning and have non-slip feet

Dimensions: 8" x 3-1/8" x 1-3/16"
Syringe tip holder included.

for stability and safety.

$36 | 8-PLACE SLIM E-Z JETT ® CASSETTE

$14 | RETAINER BOX 1" - 12PK
(25R500) Dimensions: 3-1/8" x 2-3/4" x 1"
One piece construction. Solid locking mechanism.

$46 | 10-PLACE E-Z JETT ® CASSETTE

$15 | RETAINER BOX 1.5" - 12PK

Dimensions: 7-15/16" x 7" x 1-1/8"
Accessory compartment in the middle.

(50Z930)

(25R550) Dimensions: 3-1/8" x 2-3/4" x 1-1/2"
One piece construction. Solid locking mechanism.

and have safe transportation by preventing cross-contamination. Trays

(50Z911)

surface prevents staining. Non-slip feet for stability.

Dimensions: 7-1/8" x 3-7/8" x 5/8"
Syringe tip holder included.
Fits Statim.

DO NOT heat sterilize covers, surface & washer disinfect only.

$15 | DENTURE BOX - 12PK
(30R800) Dimensions: 3-1/8" x 2-3/4" x 1-1/2"
One piece construction. Solid locking mechanism.

choose from 16 color options!

are autoclavable and available in all colors. Self-lubricating, high gloss

$41 | 8-PLACE E-Z JETT ® CASSETTE
(50Z927)

$14.50 | B-LOK FLAT TRAY

$19 | SAFE-LOK ® TRAY COVER

(20Z401)

(20Z445)

$16.50 | B-LOK DIVIDED TRAY

$20 | SAFE-LOK ® TRAY COVER TALL

(20Z451)

(20Z446)

$13 | MINI TRAY

$17 | MINI-LOK TRAY COVER

(20Z101)

(20Z103)

choose from 16 color options!

Dimensions: 7-15/16" x 4-7/16" x 1-1/8"
Syringe tip holder included.
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5-place cassette

$60 | PERFORMANCE TOOL ORGANIZER
(50Z940)

block organization

8-place slim cassette

Covers attached to the cassette and fold back easily.
Dimensions: 8-3/16" x 4-1/4" x 1-7/32"

CAD/CAM Milling Blocks are typically organized in the best format the practice is able to accommodate. This may

Design your own layout with our customizable,
removable feet (also sold separately).

choose from 16 color options!
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turn to the experts
Let us help you! Whether you’re just thinking about getting organized or ready to jump right in, we offer a variety

include do-it-yourself ideas, but mostly it is scattered in drawers, making it impossible to take inventory at a glance.

of services. Let our clinical efficiency experts help your team get organized using our Color Method for a happier,

Our Block Locker solves all of these issues! With its ability to sit on a counter, or hang on a wall, the Block Locker is

safer, & more efficient practice.

designed to help control the chaos by providing a well labeled, inventory control system.
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· 3 inch tall drawer accommodates accessories,
such as burs & lubricant

SPECIAL OFFER JUST FOR YOU!

· Sleek, powder-coated finish for modern look
· Use online customization tags to create
organization by shade and translucency

SMALL
LOCKER

$750 | CAD/CAM BLOCK LOCKER ™ - SMALL

LARGE
LOCKER

(50Z415) Dimensions: 19-1/2" W x 16" T x 9-1/4" D
Holds up to 288 individual blocks

$975 | CAD/CAM BLOCK LOCKER ™ - LARGE

BLOCK
ORGANIZER

(50Z416) Dimensions: 25" W X 26- 5/8" T X 9-1 /4" D
Holds up to 576 individual blocks. Stores block packages.

pick your color!

$55 | CAD/CAM BLOCK ORGANIZER ™
(50Z417) Dimensions: 5-9/16" W x 1-7/8" T x 7-3/4" D

N. Orange (Q)

N. Blue (N)

N. Pink (S)

Copper (U)

Teal (J)

Plum (E)

Midnight (T)

To redeem your gift card, email a copy of your qualifying invoice dated between Oct - Nov 30, 2021 to lesa@zirc.com.
Invoices must be sent to Zirc by Dec 31, 2021. Include the practice name and the email address the gift card should be sent to.
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ORGANIZATION
CONVERSATION

ZOBE

RESET

This is a great starting point
in your journey to better
organization. Learn how our
clinical eﬃciency experts will
guide you into best practices
for gaining control over
instrument and material
chaos. Understand what to
store in central sterilization, in
your treatment room drawers
and how Procedure Tubs
and our legendary B-Lok Tray
system come into play.

Zirc’s Organizational Box of Eﬃciency
(ZOBE). What is it? This an amazing
box ﬁlled with all of the organizers
you would ever want to see… you get
to explore our products ﬁrst-hand.
Next, your Eﬃciency Expert works with
you to customize a plan that is just
right for you. This plan is developed
based on your patient volume for
each procedure and the particular
instrumentation and consumable
materials you use. Your order ships
to you and your team self-implements.

If you are looking for total white-glove service,
this is it! After steps one and two are complete,
your Clinical Eﬃciency Expert comes to YOU. We
work with your team to do a total reset on your
practice. This means cleaning out everything,
throwing expired materials and organizing all of
your instruments and materials using our Color
Method System. We address organization in both
central sterilization and treatment rooms. When
done, your team will be fully trained on the Color
Method System and your oﬃce will be completely
organized. This service IS fee-based but well worth
it! Ask your Eﬃciency Expert for a quote.

Sign up for your free consultation at
zirc.com/organizationconversation

Sign up to receive your free ZOBE
at zirc.com/ZOBE

Learn more about RESET
at zirc.com/RESET

SAFE & SECURE

ORGANIZE & CONTAIN

ORGANIZE & CONTAIN

denture & retainer boxes

cassettes

b-lok trays & covers

Keep your practice stocked with Zirc’s one piece retainer

Our autoclavable E-Z Jett® Cassettes extend the life of your

$31 | 5-PLACE E-Z JETT ® CASSETTE

The B-Lok Tray and locking cover work together to give the user the

and denture cases. They come in an assortment of colors

instruments by protecting and keeping them together through

(50Z925)

most efficient method of infection control. Zirc’s Safe-Lok® Tray Covers

made to perfectly fit mouth guards, whitening trays,

your procedures and sterilization process. They are designed

securely lock to the tray so a practice can set up procedures in advance

retainers and dentures!

for superior water flow during cleaning and have non-slip feet

Dimensions: 8" x 3-1/8" x 1-3/16"
Syringe tip holder included.

for stability and safety.

$36 | 8-PLACE SLIM E-Z JETT ® CASSETTE

$14 | RETAINER BOX 1" - 12PK
(25R500) Dimensions: 3-1/8" x 2-3/4" x 1"
One piece construction. Solid locking mechanism.

$46 | 10-PLACE E-Z JETT ® CASSETTE

$15 | RETAINER BOX 1.5" - 12PK

Dimensions: 7-15/16" x 7" x 1-1/8"
Accessory compartment in the middle.

(50Z930)

(25R550) Dimensions: 3-1/8" x 2-3/4" x 1-1/2"
One piece construction. Solid locking mechanism.

and have safe transportation by preventing cross-contamination. Trays

(50Z911)

surface prevents staining. Non-slip feet for stability.

Dimensions: 7-1/8" x 3-7/8" x 5/8"
Syringe tip holder included.
Fits Statim.

DO NOT heat sterilize covers, surface & washer disinfect only.

$15 | DENTURE BOX - 12PK
(30R800) Dimensions: 3-1/8" x 2-3/4" x 1-1/2"
One piece construction. Solid locking mechanism.

choose from 16 color options!

are autoclavable and available in all colors. Self-lubricating, high gloss

$41 | 8-PLACE E-Z JETT ® CASSETTE
(50Z927)

$14.50 | B-LOK FLAT TRAY

$19 | SAFE-LOK ® TRAY COVER

(20Z401)

(20Z445)

$16.50 | B-LOK DIVIDED TRAY

$20 | SAFE-LOK ® TRAY COVER TALL

(20Z451)

(20Z446)

$13 | MINI TRAY

$17 | MINI-LOK TRAY COVER

(20Z101)

(20Z103)

choose from 16 color options!

Dimensions: 7-15/16" x 4-7/16" x 1-1/8"
Syringe tip holder included.
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5-place cassette

$60 | PERFORMANCE TOOL ORGANIZER
(50Z940)

block organization

8-place slim cassette

Covers attached to the cassette and fold back easily.
Dimensions: 8-3/16" x 4-1/4" x 1-7/32"

CAD/CAM Milling Blocks are typically organized in the best format the practice is able to accommodate. This may

Design your own layout with our customizable,
removable feet (also sold separately).

choose from 16 color options!
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turn to the experts
Let us help you! Whether you’re just thinking about getting organized or ready to jump right in, we offer a variety

include do-it-yourself ideas, but mostly it is scattered in drawers, making it impossible to take inventory at a glance.

of services. Let our clinical efficiency experts help your team get organized using our Color Method for a happier,

Our Block Locker solves all of these issues! With its ability to sit on a counter, or hang on a wall, the Block Locker is

safer, & more efficient practice.

designed to help control the chaos by providing a well labeled, inventory control system.
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· 3 inch tall drawer accommodates accessories,
such as burs & lubricant

SPECIAL OFFER JUST FOR YOU!

· Sleek, powder-coated finish for modern look
· Use online customization tags to create
organization by shade and translucency

SMALL
LOCKER

$750 | CAD/CAM BLOCK LOCKER ™ - SMALL

LARGE
LOCKER

(50Z415) Dimensions: 19-1/2" W x 16" T x 9-1/4" D
Holds up to 288 individual blocks

$975 | CAD/CAM BLOCK LOCKER ™ - LARGE

BLOCK
ORGANIZER

(50Z416) Dimensions: 25" W X 26- 5/8" T X 9-1 /4" D
Holds up to 576 individual blocks. Stores block packages.

pick your color!

$55 | CAD/CAM BLOCK ORGANIZER ™
(50Z417) Dimensions: 5-9/16" W x 1-7/8" T x 7-3/4" D

N. Orange (Q)

N. Blue (N)

N. Pink (S)

Copper (U)

Teal (J)

Plum (E)

Midnight (T)

To redeem your gift card, email a copy of your qualifying invoice dated between Oct - Nov 30, 2021 to lesa@zirc.com.
Invoices must be sent to Zirc by Dec 31, 2021. Include the practice name and the email address the gift card should be sent to.
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ORGANIZATION
CONVERSATION

ZOBE

RESET

This is a great starting point
in your journey to better
organization. Learn how our
clinical eﬃciency experts will
guide you into best practices
for gaining control over
instrument and material
chaos. Understand what to
store in central sterilization, in
your treatment room drawers
and how Procedure Tubs
and our legendary B-Lok Tray
system come into play.

Zirc’s Organizational Box of Eﬃciency
(ZOBE). What is it? This an amazing
box ﬁlled with all of the organizers
you would ever want to see… you get
to explore our products ﬁrst-hand.
Next, your Eﬃciency Expert works with
you to customize a plan that is just
right for you. This plan is developed
based on your patient volume for
each procedure and the particular
instrumentation and consumable
materials you use. Your order ships
to you and your team self-implements.

If you are looking for total white-glove service,
this is it! After steps one and two are complete,
your Clinical Eﬃciency Expert comes to YOU. We
work with your team to do a total reset on your
practice. This means cleaning out everything,
throwing expired materials and organizing all of
your instruments and materials using our Color
Method System. We address organization in both
central sterilization and treatment rooms. When
done, your team will be fully trained on the Color
Method System and your oﬃce will be completely
organized. This service IS fee-based but well worth
it! Ask your Eﬃciency Expert for a quote.

Sign up for your free consultation at
zirc.com/organizationconversation

Sign up to receive your free ZOBE
at zirc.com/ZOBE

Learn more about RESET
at zirc.com/RESET

TOTAL ISOLATION

insti-dam

®

EXPERIENCE THE BRILLIANCE

NEW SIZE. NEW LOOK. NEW OPPORTUNITIES.

crystal HD mirrors

$84 | VARIETY PACK - 30PK

®

introducing the
new small mr. thirsty

(50Z988) includes 10 of each size:

It’s about time dental dams got an upgrade! Our Original

The brighter the workspace, the better the illumination and visibility. Compared to industry standard rhodium

& Relaxed-Fit Insti-Dams come pre-assembled on flexible

mirrors, Zirc’s Crystal HD® Mirrors provide you with a brighter visual environment! Available in all colors.

frames that don’t need to be removed for x-rays. The offset

Autoclavable. Cone socket heads. Flush surface, no corrosion or buildup can occur.

pre-punched hole makes positioning easy and helps
prevent tearing. Latex-free & disposable.
$63 | INSTI-DAM ® ORIGINAL - 20PK
(50Z459) *Ideal for anterior isolation

$77 | SOFT GRIP - 12PK

$77 | RESIN HEADS - 12PK

$42 | RESIN HEADS DOUBLE-SIDED

Assorted Vibrant - Soft Grip
2 of each color: N, O, P, Q, R, S
#4 | (50Z363-NEON)
#5 | (50Z364-NEON)

One-Color 12pk
#4 | (50Z371)
#5 | (50Z372)

Gray Mirror Head 4 pk
#4 | (50Z374)

(50Z457) *Ideal for posterior isolation

comfortable,
hands-free suction

$77 | THIN GRIP - 12PK

pink petal

®

Simply slide onto your saliva ejector to receive continuous,
comfortable, hands-free suction with no additional
attachments required. By placing buccal side, the Pink Petal

Assorted Vibrant - Thin Grip
2 of each color: N, O, P, Q, R, S
#4 | (50Z353-NEON)
#5 | (50Z354-NEON)

(50Z975) *Disposable

airway armor

®

White
A

Blue
B

Green
D

soft grip

Plum
E

mirror magic

Beige
G

Gray
I

resin heads

thin grip

Teal
J

Red
M

N. Blue
N

N. Yellow
O

difficult to place, absorb moisture and need to be replaced often. Airway Armor® is easy to place, tear resistant,

offers clinicians a quick method for removing debris during procedures.

and comfortable to the patient, all while giving you full mouth accessibility. Ideal for Crown & Bridge, Endodontics,

$26 EACH | MIRROR MAGIC ® TRIAL KIT

Zirc’s Comfort Kit reduces the amount of
weight near the mouth, adding additional
comfort for the patient, if needed.
*Mr. Thirsty® One-Step is not included

N. Green
P

N. Orange
Q

N. Purple
R

N. Pink
S

Midnight
T

Copper
U

SPECIAL

FREE

mirror magic trial kit
with purchase of any
12pk of mirrors

(50R200) *Includes: (2) 6ml bottles of solution and (24) swipe pads

$76 | MIRROR MAGIC ® ANTI-FOG SOLUTION - 10PK
$40 | AIRWAY ARMOR ® TRIAL KIT - 15PK

(50R205) 6ml bottles of solution. One bottle lasts approx. 50 patients.

(50Z960TRI) Includes 5 of each size: small, medium, large

$26 | MIRROR MAGIC ® SWIPE PADS - 96PK

(50Z960SM) Small
(50Z960MD) Medium
(50Z960LG) Large

(1) Lightweight lever HVE Valve
(1) 6’ Lightweight tubing

®

The Mirror Magic® Anti-Fog System prevents fogging on mouth mirrors &

$50 | AIRWAY ARMOR ® - 25PK

(50Z992) optional

*Photo by Dr. Lori Trost

Prevent foreign objects & debris from going down the throat. Gauze packs are uncomfortable for your patient,

Extractions, Implants, Inlays/Onlays, Orthodontics, Veneers. Disposable.

(50Z989SM-B) Small
(50Z989MD-B) Medium

40% brighter
than rhodium mirrors

confidently holds the saliva ejector right where you need it.
$26 | PINK PETAL ® - 50PK

$225 | 100 PACK

$65 | COMFORT KIT

Assorted Classic
2 of each color: A, B, D G, I, and K (black)
#4 | (50Z371-PSTL)
#5 | (50Z372-PSTL)

Assorted Jewel - Thin Grip
2 of each color: E, J, T, I, M, and U
#4 | (50Z353-JWL)
#5 | (50Z354-JWL)

(50Z989SM) Small
(50Z989MD) Medium
(50Z989LG) Large

(50Z989LG-B) Large

Assorted Jewel
2 of each color: E, J, T, I, M, and U
#4 | (50Z371-JWL)
#5 | (50Z372-JWL)

SPECIAL
OFFER
INSIDE
see page 3

(50R210) *Additional use: Removes debris from dental instruments.

*Pricing and oﬀers valid October 1st - November 30th, 2021
Cannot be combined with any other oﬀers or promotions. Advertiser reserves the right to correct print or illustration errors and to limit quantities.
©2021 Zirc, Inc. No copying without permission. Not responsible for typographical errors. Note: Participating in a promotional discount program
(e.g., points, discount redemptions or other special awards) is only permissible in accordance with discount program rules.

®

Zirc’s new Small Mr. Thirsty® One-Step packs all the power you
love into a smaller size, making it ideal for pedodontics and
adults with smaller mouths. This innovative device provides
hands-free retraction, isolation, and high-volume suction all at
once. Simply plug Mr. Thirsty® One-Step into your existing HVE
valve, complete your procedure, and dispose when done – no
maintenance, no expensive systems, no cross-contamination!

$125 | 50 PACK

Vibrant Assorted Head 4 pk
1 of each color: N, O, R, and S
#4 | (50Z374NEON)

Assorted Vibrant
2 of each color: N, O, P, Q, R, and S
#4 | (50Z371-NEON)
#5 | (50Z372-NEON)

Assorted Jewel - Soft Grip
2 of each color: E, J, T, I, M, and U
#4 | (50Z363-JWL)
#5 | (50Z364-JWL)

$73 | INSTI-DAM ® RELAXED-FIT - 20PK

(10) Small
(10) Medium
(10) Large

1-800-268-8633
www.maxill.com

the new smaller size is
perfect for smaller mouths
& pediatric patients

